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THE DALTON BOYS ARE COMING, ONE BY ONEâ€¦There was a time when Crow Hill, Texasâ€™s

notorious Dalton Gang ran wild. Now, as owners of the Dalton Ranch, their partnership in the

rundown operation leaves little time for raising hellâ€”except for the right women who can turn on the

heatâ€¦Itâ€™s been sixteen years since Dax Campbell set foot in Crow Hillâ€”and sixteen years since

Arwen Poole had a crush on him in high school. Unfortunately, setting her sights on this irresistible

man again has stirred up a lot of unfulfilled desires in Arwen. A few nights in bed with Dax should

get him out of her system once and for all. Thatâ€™s all she wants. And for now, thatâ€™s all she

needs.But Dax is looking for something deeper in a woman. So they agree to an unconventional

affair: for every no-strings sexual encounter Arwen craves, Dax gets to take her out for a night of

romance. While both manage to hold up their end of the bargain, theyâ€™re growing closer than

either of them can afford. Because Dax has a family secret that could drive him out of Crow Hill for

good, and Arwenâ€™s not letting him go without a fightâ€¦"Alison Kent's Dalton Gang trilogy is one of

the best-kept secrets in the erotic western genre" --Heroes and Heartbreakers
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3.0...maybe 3.5 stars. Thought Dax the main H was immature and dysfunctional. Arwen the h (cool

name, huh?) was a mix of dysfunctional, a loner and sex crazed for her long time crush Dax back in

town. For an erotic romance I can't believe I'm saying this, but after awhile the sex scenes seemed

to be redundant and I just got bored. Daz and Arwen's relationship is purely based on sexual

encounters throughout about 85% of the bk. Even when Dax tries a few dates with Arwen it just

made me cringe to read a 34 year old man uncomfortable and squirming since he's never done

dates while Arwen tries her best to sabotage the dates into just another sexual encounter rather

than trying to delve a bit deeper into any kind of meaningful relationship. If you're looking for endless

sex scenes, I'm sure this one will do it for you. I was more engaged in the story of Dax's sister Darcy

and her budding relationship with Josh who ran the town's feed store. Even though it didn't get a lot

of detail it was sweet. The last 1/4th of bk was the best part and where most of the drama plays out.

There is a teaser for bk 2 and I'll probably read it just to see if I like it any better.

WOW! This book is smoking! I loved this book about the Dalton gang and cannot wait for next one!

Here is my view...Dax returns home after being gone 16 yrs! He wants to keep a low profile so know

one knows he's in town . Arwen has crushed on Dax since they were in school together and now

she wants to get him out of her system! and boy does she try and Dax lets her! This book is so good

that I really don't want to give away too much but his father (DAX'S) and sister are important in this

book. A little twist too! I would have given this book 10 stars but will only let you do 5!!!

I must admit that I was sucked into buying this book due to the cover....Fortunately, the book fulfilled

the promise of the cover. I really connected with the characters. Arwen and Dax are both loners,

used to making it on their own due to family history of parental neglect/rejection. I liked how the

author examined this theme and the HEA felt hard-earned and not gratuitous.The b-story of Dax's

sister, Darcy and Josh, was also enjoyable and did not detract from the lead story. I just wish that

Darcy and Josh had their own book, since I would have liked to have more of yummy Josh.

I loved, loved this book. I can't wait for the next book in this series to come out. I was hooked by

page 4 and could not put it down. The cover makes you want to pick it up but the story makes you

not want to put it down.

This one sizzled all the way through. Kent certainly knows how to keep the sexual tension going

along with an interesting story line. Arwen and Dax were both strong characters I could identify with.



I'm a sucker for small towns and am a Texan, so this one was right up my alley. I enjoyed it and will

be looking for more in the series.

It's been a long time since I read an Alison Kent book. It was worth the wait. Arwen was just the

woman to tame Dax. I didn't like the feeling that the story between Dax, Darcy and their father was

unfinished. Looking forward to the stories of the other gangs.

Great read....enjoy. Dax is a great character that is very telling of a man, who is not used to being

anything but a player. Arwen changes all of that, while trying not to.

I had a love/hate relationship with Dax and Arwen. I thought Arwen was a preachy (she should have

taken her own advice)wishy washy pain in the rear. Dax was really not much better. They both have

Daddy issues and it became tiresome. The secondary love story was sweet and a breath of fresh

air. The reveal of a certain character and the outcome between Arwen and her Father left me

annoyed. I will pick up the next book because I did like the Author's voice and I didn't totally hate the

book. The sex scenes were hot even if there were a few scenes that crossed some lines (violent

because Dax was having a few mantrums).
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